
Perky And Vivacious

Having expressly made time to watch a newscast advertised for addressing issues of 
education, I was taken aback when a handsome but aging political analyst unabashedly stated 
that – well, in his opinion?  Young teachers were indeed a much needed solution for our nation’s 
current educational woes.  

After casually repeating the standard, if overwhelmingly shallow, dogma that (as he and 
evidently anyone in the know understood) it was clearly old, tenure-protected teachers who, each 
and every time, were at the very root of all low-income school failings, he went on to reveal 
exactly why he, personally, held such a strong support for the now nationally touted young-is-
better theory of an educator employment.  

“Wouldn’t you,” he stated, leering suggestively at the five other males seated around his 
educational table.  “Well, wouldn’t you rather have had young teachers; teachers who were 
young, perky and vivacious?”

My.  
Not just young, but perky.  
And vivacious.  
Golly.

	
 What a typically…American idea.
	
 In a profession where employees were generally over eighty percent female – well, shoot; 
obviously; who could dispute it?  What would not only be needed, but was surely out-and-out 
critically essential: 
	
 More females.
	
 More females who were not only young?
	
 But perkily young.  
	
 And vivaciously young.  

(You could try; but, really, was it possible to imagine that anyone selecting these 
particular words might be offering them up as descriptors for the more or less twenty percent of 
the male teacher population?)  

Young: as in pretty; easy to look at.  And most naïvely likely?
To always, and only, say yes.

	
 Perky: as in well, now, let’s see; how to state this nicely.  
	
 Oh, uh, well-toned.  Especially, um...firm.  
	
 Oh, goshdarnit, you know, sort of, uh...rounded.  And, um, bouncy.*
	
 Vivacious: as in breathy, giggly and enthusiastic.  Fun, and a little flirty.  
	
 Like, well, now surely everybody understood this, females are.  
	
 Or should be.
	
 The exact type of a flirtily naïve, physically distracting teacher that every red-blooded 
American child – or, oh, now, wait a minute.  Was it actually these frustrated students, or 
possibly their unhappily aging male advocates, who now described the good teacher 
characteristics which, as they sat back to watch their own youth fade, they still yearned for.  And, 
surely, once upon a time?
	
 Had deserved.
	
 The kind of youthfully pretty and innocently compliant employee which an increasingly 
business-school-trained, top-down, daddy-run system unmistakably warranted.  And as, each 
year, an ever more punitive educational accountability called out for the retaliatory 



implementation of additionally lucrative transformations – the type of guilelessly biddable 
employee who, actually?  
	
 Was each year more and more unbendingly necessitated.
	
 How was it that other behind-the-times, non-enlightened countries – countries like, oh, 
let’s say Finland or, I don’t know, China, described their teachers?  

Highly educated; well-qualified; professionally experienced.  
Masters of their craft. 
Luckily, however?  
This was America.
Clearly those other old-fashioned, out-of-touch countries had nothing on our nation’s 

economically innovative venture-capital solution for the costly dilemma of an all-student-
inclusive public education: A solution ever more loudly promoted by phenomenally rich, 
business-minded and almost exclusively male educational “experts” – experts who knew exactly 
what our far-thinking country’s public school system really and truly required.  

No, no, not experienced. 
Oh, no, not highly educated. 
No, not craft-protective; not skilled nor professional.†  
But, much more simply, and ever so much more agreeably? 
Young.  
Perky.  
And vivacious. 
Oh, and – well, by the way, just in case you had missed it:  
Possibly the most important (although strategically most smoke-screen disguised) aspect 

of an NCLB/R2T reform’s good teacher description; the most necessary characteristic attached to 
those indisputably good teachers which every child deserved, and about whom, in modern days, 
even the President never stopped talking?

Cheapest. 
Lowest-paid.  
And?  
Least likely to stick around long enough to demand one of those goddamned pensions.

*After having heard the word perky used as a descriptor for a good teacher, I have come across it only a few 
additional times.  All but once it was used as a modern-day requisite descriptor for plastically enhanced breasts.  The 
other time?  It was used to describe a woman’s buttocks which had been squeezed, for the day, into a surely 
necessary “butt-bra.”

†The most replicated descriptor for unwantedly resistant reform-blocking experienced teachers?  “Old dogs.”  As in: 
We must rid ourselves of those so many stubborn old dogs who can’t be (read: refuse to be) taught in a use of our 
detachedly abusive – but oh my, so remunerative – new tricks.


